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Spatially continuous data on functional diversity will improve our ability to predict global change impacts on eco-
system properties. We applied methods that combine imaging spectroscopy and foliar traits to estimate remotely
sensed functional diversity in tropical forests across an Amazon-to-Andes elevation gradient (215 to 3537m).We eval-
uated the scale dependency of community assembly processes and examined whether tropical forest productivity
could be predicted by remotely sensed functional diversity. Functional richness of the community decreased with
increasing elevation. Scale-dependent signals of trait convergence, consistent with environmental filtering, play an
important role in explaining the range of trait variation within each site and along elevation. Single- and multitrait
remotely sensed measures of functional diversity were important predictors of variation in rates of net and gross
primary productivity. Our findings highlight the potential of remotely sensed functional diversity to inform trait-based
ecology and trait diversity-ecosystem function linkages in hyperdiverse tropical forests.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding and anticipating the consequences of species loss for
ecosystem properties and their benefits for humans define much bio-
diversity research (1, 2). From small to large spatial scales, there is an
urgent need for better monitoring and quantification of biodiversity.
Measures of organismal traits are increasingly being used to characterize
biological diversity and to predict how organisms will respond to dis-
turbances, environmental conditions, and biotic interactions (1, 3, 4). It
has been increasingly recognized that functional diversity, the range,
value, and abundance of organismal traits, not the taxonomic richness,
is an important predictor of the effect of biodiversity on ecosystem
functioning (5–7). Extensive evidence from experimental and observa-
tional studies has shown that capturing the functional characteristics of
a community is of particular relevance to predict ecosystem
productivity and stability (1, 2, 6). Functional diversity has been pro-
posed to mechanistically link species diversity with biogeochemical
cycles (1, 3), guide management and conservation (1, 2), as well as to
bridge the gap between field-based studies and satellite-based research
(4, 8).

Functional diversity is a multifaceted concept reflecting a variety of
potential biotic and abiotic processes that operate at different scales—
from local populations to wide geographical regions (1, 9). Despite the
increasing interest in functional trait approaches,much researchon spa-
tial variation of plant diversity continues to focus on changes in species
richness (10, 11). For example, many publications have evaluated the
species-area relationship, and the increases in species richness with area
are generally considered as a fundamental concept in biogeography
(11). However, corresponding patterns in plant functional diversity
are rarely assessed (12, 13). Such measures may provide insights into
themechanisms that shape the composition and dynamics of ecological
communities (12, 13) and functioning of ecosystems (1, 3, 4).

Trait-based approaches have the potential to be more accurate than
species-centered approaches because of the continuous nature of func-
tional traits (4, 9), but the usefulness and power of these approaches rely
on the accurate characterization of traits and functional diversity.While
amultitude ofmethods are available for quantifying functional diversity
using field sampling (9, 14–16), it is unclear whether they can be applied
at different spatial scales. This uncertainty constrains the ability to gen-
eralize results or compare studies across scales (9). Remotely sensed
measures of functional diversity havemade it possible to quantify spatial
variation in foliar traits across large environmental gradients (17–22).
Imaging spectroscopy captures the reflectance of light from Earth’s sur-
face, generating continuous spectra from the visible to infrared wave-
lengths (23, 24). These spectra can be directly linked to biochemical
andmorphological traits (17–19, 25) and have been used to successfully
predict foliar traits in different landscapes (21, 22, 25, 26).

There are two challenges in linking traits to ecosystem functioning
using remote sensing: The first challenge is how to quantify the contin-
uous distribution of traits across scales to map and model functional
diversity across biogeographical gradients. Field-based trait studies gen-
erally characterize functional diversity by representing each species by
average trait values (9, 27). Often, trait values come from global datasets
with trait values measured elsewhere. This approach, implicitly, as-
sumes that interspecific trait variability is larger than intraspecific trait
variability, but theoretical and empirical research has shown that in-
traspecific trait variability,measured locally, is an important component
of community assembly and how species respond to changing climate
and species composition (27, 28). Thus, it remains a challenge to quan-
tify functional diversity in a way that includes both intra- and inter-
specific trait variation across different spatial scales (9, 27, 28).
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Imaging spectroscopy provides a spatially continuous quantification of
plant traits incorporating the within- and among-community variation
of traits at different spatial and temporal scales (17–19, 25, 26).

The second challenge is to assess whether variation in functional di-
versity across large environmental gradients can predict forest
productivity using biodiversity–ecosystem functioning relationships
(1, 6, 7). Measures of remotely sensed functional diversity are limited
and continue to be incomplete and nonrepresentative taxonomically
or geographically (20, 21). For example, our knowledge of the
distribution of functional traits across plant species is sparse, with rela-
tively large data gaps in tropical regions [(19, 20), but see (8, 22, 29, 30)].
Tropical forests are very important in the global carbon budget, repre-
senting 20% of global terrestrial carbon stocks and 30% of global terres-
trial primary productivity (31), but it remains unclear what controls
variation in forests productivity in tropical regions. Although several
studies have quantified forest productivity in lowland tropical regions,
the carbon cycle of tropical montane forests is only starting to be ex-
plored (32–34), and it is still not well understood what is the relative
importance of climate and functional characteristics on rates of car-
bon capture and gain in tropical montane forests (33, 34).

Here, we present a general framework to scale up remotely sensed
metrics of functional diversity to assess prominent hypotheses in trait-
based ecology and the role of functional diversity in influencing
ecosystem processes (Fig. 1). First, building on previous work (22),
we evaluated the role of airborne imaging to quantify spatial scaling
in functional diversity (Fig. 1A) across a broad temperature gradient.
Next, to assess the role of differing hypotheses that structure variation
in trait diversity, we assessed the shape of the distribution of functional
diversity across spatial scales (Fig. 1, B and C). Last, we test the ability
of remotely sensed trait diversity to test the hypothesized linkages
between functional diversity and ecosystem productivity [e.g., (5, 7)]
(Fig. 1D). We focused our study on trait and ecosystemmeasures from
nine 9-ha tropical forest sites that span a 3300-m elevation range and
approximately 17°C gradient in mean annual temperature (MAT) in
the Peruvian Andes (see table S1 and fig. S1) (22, 33). We integrated
field and airborne data of canopy traits and ecosystem productivity
(8, 22, 32) to assess the relationship between functional diversity and
forest productivity along the elevation gradient.

We defined functional diversity in a broad sense including single-
and multitrait diversity indices. Single traits correspond to the commu-
nity mean trait (CMT) values of leaf physiological traits that were well
mapped along this gradient from the airborne spectroscopy data (22).
The selected traits were leaf drymass per unit area [LMA; balancing leaf
construction cost versus growth potential (35)], which is a key trait re-
lated to photosynthesis and tree growth (33); leaf chlorophyll (Chl) fa-
cilitating light capture and photo-protection (36); leaf water content
(Water) underpinning photosynthesis and primary production (36);
and nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC), which support long-lived tis-
sues and are important for tree survival (37). The CMT values were
calculated for each site along the elevation gradient using 4-m2 pixel size
and are not weighted by abundance. Multitrait indices were estimated
using two indices: functional richness (FRic), which represents the
amount of niche space occupied by the community, calculated as the
convex hull volume of the four canopy traits, and functional divergence
(FDiv), which quantifies how sample points diverge in their distances
from the center of gravity in the multitrait functional space (14, 15).
High values of FRic indicate awide range of trait values in the functional
space. High values of FDiv indicate high niche differentiation and sug-
gest low competition (9). For ecosystem measures, we used ground-
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019
based data on gross and net primary productivity (NPP) previously
measured along this gradient, constituting one of the most comprehen-
sive datasets of carbon productivity, allocation, and storage in tropical
forests (32).

We hypothesized that (i) FRic and FDiv decrease with elevation be-
cause environmental constraints at higher altitudes reduce the range of
trait variation and reduce the differentiation among traits (Fig. 1A) (35).
Previous research (22) has shown that at lower elevation, single-trait
values will be more associated with higher resource acquisition rates,
while at higher elevations, as the abiotic environment becomes more
stressful, traits will be more associated with conservative resource char-
acteristics (22, 36). In addition, we assessed the hypothesis that (ii) com-
munity assembly processes will be influenced by spatial scale (Fig. 1B)
(13, 38). Specifically, increasing environmental filtering (trait conver-
gence) will be more pronounced at larger spatial scales (38, 39) but also
more prevalent in colder environments in increasing elevations (Fig. 1C
(35). Further, biotic interactions will be more pronounced locally, re-
sulting in increased trait divergence at smaller spatial scales but more
prevalent at lower elevations (Fig. 1C) (39). Last, we expect that (iii)
single- and multitrait metrics of functional diversity will be strong pre-
dictors of variation in rates of ecosystem productivity along elevation
(Fig. 1D) (7).
RESULTS
Changes of functional diversity along elevation
Consistent with the hypothesis of increased functional convergence in
colder climates (35), FRic declined with elevation and temperature,
while FDiv did not change (Fig. 2). Similar to FRic and as measured
previously (22), single-trait CMT plot values of LMA, NSC, and Chl
calculated from the 4-m2 pixel size were linearly related to elevation
(see fig. S2). The lowest elevation sites showed a wider range of within-
community variation in FRic (Fig. 2A) and high spatial variation within
plots (see fig. S3). In contrast, FDiv showed a narrower range of within-
community variation (Fig. 2B), with little spatial variation within sites
along the elevation gradient (see fig. S3).

Effect of spatial scale on multitrait diversity indices
FRic changed as a function of spatial scale, with increases in FRic with
sampled area (Fig. 3A). The measured values of FRic in most sites were
scale dependent and were significantly lower than expected by chance.
These results show strong convergence in FRic at the site scale (e.g., FRic
among close neighbor pixels aremore similar; Fig. 3A) using single- and
multitrait measures of FRic (fig. S4). FDiv did not change with spatial
scale and showed idiosyncratic patterns across sites (Fig. 3B) for both
single- andmultitraitmeasures of FDiv (fig. S5). Inmost sites, FDiv-area
curves did not differ from the expected value as FDiv-area curves
overlap with expectation from the null model (e.g., FDiv is randomly
distributed within sites; Fig. 3B). Fitting a logarithmic model to the
FRic-area relationships [FRiv versus natural log (area); see Materials
and Methods], we found that slopes range from 0.10 to 0.32. After
controlling for the scale dependency, the rate of change of FRic and
FDiv (e.g., the slope) did not change with elevation (Fig. 4, A and B).
We assessed community assembly processes across the elevation gradi-
ent by calculating the standardized effect sizes (SES) between null and
observed communities, with SES < 0 indicating the prevalence of
environmental filtering (trait convergence), while SES > 0 suggesting
stronger biotic interactions (trait divergence) (see Fig. 1C andMaterials
andMethods).We found that environmental filteringwas an important
2 of 11
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driver of the range of trait variation (FRic) within each community and
across sites (Fig. 4C). In contrast, patterns of FDiv across elevation sug-
gest that some sites might be influenced by environmental filtering,
while others may be more strongly affected by biotic interactions
(Fig. 4D).
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019
Linkages of trait diversity and GPP and NPP
Remotely sensed multitrait functional diversity and single-trait CMT
components were related to forest productivity along the elevation gra-
dient. Multitrait FRic and CMT values of LMA, Chl, and NSC were all
significant predictors of NPP and gross primary productivity (GPP)
Fig. 1. Approach to use remotely sensed functional diversity to inform trait-based ecology. (A) Trait distributions are derived from imaging spectroscopy
spanning the visible, near-, and short-wave-infrared wavelengths (400 to 2500 nm). Functional diversity indices are quantified from trait distributions to understand
how plant communities change across environmental gradients. We estimated functional richness (FRic) and functional divergence (FDiv). FRic corresponds to the
convex hull volume and represents the trait space occupied by a community. When this volume is narrow, FRic is low (blue community), and when FRic is large, the
range is wider (yellow community). FDiv represents how sample points diverge in their distances from the center of the multitrait functional space. Large values of FDiv
indicate high trait differentiation within a community (yellow), and low values indicate lower divergence (blue). (B) The scale dependency of community assembly
processes is evaluated by assessing variation in functional diversity across spatial scales. Functional diversity either changes with area (bold line) or is scale invariant
(dashed line). (C) Community assembly processes are disentangled by testing for the relative importance of trait convergence (environmental filtering) and trait
divergence (biotic interactions). (D) Functional diversity effects on ecosystem processes are tested by examining whether remotely sensed diversity indices are related
to forest productivity.
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across sites (Fig. 5). Model selection results indicated that MAT and
FRic were important predictors of GPP along the elevation gradient,
explaining over 40% of the variation in GPP. NPP, on the other hand,
wasmore strongly related toMAT, elevation with CMT LMAbeing the
only single-trait index selected in the final models (Table 1). In contrast
to FRic, FDiv and foliar water content were not correlated with eco-
system production (Fig. 5 and Table 1).
, 2020
DISCUSSION
The Amazon-Andes elevation gradient studied here provides a natural
laboratory to investigate covariation in plant functional diversity and
ecosystem processes under highly contrasting environmental con-
ditions (33). Our approach focused on remotely sensed traits to under-
stand how functional diversity of tree communities change with
elevation and spatial scale, and the linkages between this diversity and
ecosystem productivity.

Trait diversity across environmental gradients
FRic, a multitrait measure of the range of trait variation within a com-
munity, declined with increased elevation. This shift appears to corre-
spond mostly to reductions in mean temperature with elevation from
24° to 9°C, since radiation and precipitation do not show overall trends
with increasing elevation in our study area (22, 33). Higher values of
FRic may be related to high resource availability, more stable climate,
higher solar radiation, and, in general, more favorable conditions for
tree communities with different leaf syndromes to establish at lower ele-
vations (22, 29, 35). This is also evident by looking at FRic distributions;
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019
at higher elevations, the range of variation tends to be narrower than the
range of values in the lowland sites (Fig. 2A). FDiv, which represents
how spread out or how clumped the traits are represented in niche space
(14), did not change along the elevation gradient. Any directional var-
iation in FDiv may have been masked due to the high within-site var-
iation found on the trait distributions (Fig. 2B and fig. S5). This is
consistent with changes in CMT values of the four leaf traits. We found
traits associated with higher acquisition rates at lower elevations, repre-
sented by low values of LMA and NSC (fig. S2) and high values of Chl.
In contrast, at higher elevations, we found high NSC and LMA, which
tend to be associated with plant resource conservation strategies under
unfavorable growing conditions. This transition from acquisitive to
conservative strategies agrees with predictions for how the leaf econom-
ics spectrum constrains plant strategies in cold and less productive en-
vironments (35, 39) and with previous findings using remotely sensed
traits across the Peruvian Amazon (29) and along this gradient (22, 30).

Airborne imaging and foliar spectroscopy are becoming increasingly
available at different scales, but little research has been conducted to
estimate functional trait diversity from spectral data (20, 21). Com-
bining airborne imaging and field-based data, it is possible to derive re-
motely sensed traits and map and quantify functional diversity indices
(Fig. 1). Nonetheless, the retrieval of plant traits using this approach,
specifically in tropical forests, presents some limitations. Tropical
forests show an exceptionally high structural and taxonomic diversity
and canopy inaccessibility, whichmade it difficult to sample all tree spe-
cies within the field sites (40). Imaging spectroscopy can overcome lim-
itations in field-based sampling by providing a greater spatial coverage
of canopy properties at the stand level. However, matching field-based
Fig. 2. Variation of remotely sensed functional diversity indices across sites along elevation. Distribution of trait diversity indices within and among sites along
elevation are shown for (A) FRic and (B) FDiv. Relationships between mean values per site of FRic and FDiv and elevation are indicated in (C) and (D), respectively. Black
circles represent average values of FRic and FDiv in each site, and the dark vertical lines are their 95% confidence intervals. Significant regression fit is shown by a solid
blue line, with gray strips showing the 95% confidence intervals of the fit and r2 indicating the amount of variation explained by elevation.
4 of 11
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Fig. 3. Functional diversity–area relationships across sites. Scale dependency of two functional diversity measures across elevation in the nine study sites arrayed along the
elevation gradient. (A) FRic and (B) FDiv. Curves represent the fit of functional diversity versus the natural log (area), green lines represent the fit for remotely sensed values, and
blue lines represents the fit for simulated communities (e.g., null models; see the main text). Observed values of FRic and FDiv lower than fitted lines of the null models indicate
strong environmental filtering at the site scale (e.g., trait convergence). Observed values of FRic and FDiv that are above the null expectations suggest that plant communitiesmay
be constrained by biotic interactions (e.g., trait divergence). Overlapping curves indicate no difference between simulated and measured indices and that traits are randomly
distributed at the site scale.
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019 5 of 11
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and airborne imaging data remains challenging, as there is an inher-
ent mismatch in scale that cannot be directly overcome due to the
inability to sample thewhole plot area using field sampling (22, 40). This
mismatching can also affect the predictability of remotely sensed traits
from field data limiting our analysis.

Our study focused on four plant traits that can be accurately
measured from airborne imaging (20, 22), but other traits not included
in this analysismay have an influence in community assembly processes
or influence the rates of forest productivity. Future research should de-
velop methods to map the distribution of plant traits through the inte-
gration of global datasets (41–43), field-based methods (16), and the
spectranomics approach (19) using hyperspectral sensors. A recent
study showed that an integrated framework incorporating plant trait
databases, remotely sensed data, and climatic parameters is useful to
develop trait maps at a global scale (26). The spectral resolution of plant
traits in this framework, however, is still limited for the lack of high-
fidelity hyperspectral data at a global level. The spaceborne missions
such as ENMap [Environmental Mapping and Analysis Program (44)]
andHyspIRI (Hyperspectral Infrared Imager) are promising to provide
high spatial and spectral resolution to derive plant traits. This will likely
provide amore direct path to estimate plant functional diversity andwill
allow the development ofmethods to scale up in situ traitmeasurements
to regional and continental scales (26, 45).

Scale-dependent community assembly
The functional diversity–area relationship along the elevation gradient
provided evidence for scale-dependent trait diversity (21). Specifically,
FRic increased with area. This positive FRic-area relationship agrees
with patterns of species-area curves in other tropical forests (10) and
other studies assessing FRic-area associations using field-based data
(10, 12) and remote sensing (21). There was large variation in the slope
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019
of this relationship across sites, which highlights the contribution of
local factors in explaining trait variation (Fig. 4A). Comparisons of
simulated and observed communities indicated that FRic values were
lower than expected, suggesting a strong signal of trait convergence
dominates in the whole study area. Temperature, which is highly
correlated with elevation along this gradient (22), is strongly associated
with trait variation across these communities and constrains the range
of trait space at higher elevations (35, 39). Other abiotic factors thatmay
constrain the range of traits within and across communities are precip-
itation and nutrient availability. At middle elevations, high soil water
content due to high rainfall (over 5000 mm in sites between 1500
and 2000 m of elevation; table S1) may affect the spatial variation of
nutrient availability constraining the range of traits in the community.

We did not find scale dependency on FDiv along elevation. FDiv can
change independently of FRic and represents the degree of trait
divergence in a community (15). Other studies have also found that
FDiv follows idiosyncratic patterns with area (21). As area increases,
the range of traits can increase as we found with FRic, but the relative
abundance of unique traits does not increase proportionally. When
some traits become dominant, they become more representative in
the trait space and reduce thewithin-community variation of traits, thus
decreasing the FDiv (14, 15). Our patterns of FDiv show that although
temperature has an influence on some functional traits (e.g., LMA), trait
divergence among tree species is driven by other factors such as precip-
itation or radiation that does not change in parallel with elevation as
does temperature. Along elevation, SES values of FDiv were positive
andnegative, indicating that biotic interactionsmay be stronger in some
sites, while environmental filtering may be more important in others.
High FDiv values suggest a high degree of niche differentiation (14).
Biotic interactionsmay be relatedwithmicrosite conditions relatedwith
competition for water or light among species (46). Abiotic filtering is
related to changes in temperature, soil moisture, and local disturbances,
since some sites in the gradient are exposed to regular flooding or land-
slides, which may influence the differentiation of traits across individ-
uals (22, 46).

Multiple interacting factors can influence species diversity and the
distribution of traits within communities. The relative importance of
the factors that result in species sorting (e.g., competition and facilita-
tion) is scale dependent (12, 13, 38, 39). Our approach built on function-
al diversity indices derived from imaging spectroscopy integrates both
the within- and between-community trait variation and the frequency
of trait values. These findings are consistent with the expectation, long-
assumed (38) but rarely assessed within and across communities, that
functional diversity is constrained by strong trait-environment match-
ing. Nonetheless, these conclusions have been based on observations of
trait ranges that do not often incorporate within-community variation.
We found, whenmeasurements incorporate the within and among trait
variation across species-rich sites, the observed functional diversity
appears to be highly constrained (see Fig. 4A). As a result, our approach
canbegin to assess scale dependency of trait diversity, including the FRic
and FDiv of a single trait (see figs. S4 and S5). In doing so, we can start to
disentangle the relative importance of ecological processes shaping
community assembly within and across sites. Spatial variation of trait
diversity facilitates the assessment of the ecological processes shaping
community assembly across large environmental gradients. Further,
using remotely sensed traits can complement field-based approaches,
as it incorporates within- and across-community variation in trait
diversity, which is essential to elucidate mechanisms of community
assembly related to biotic interactions (13, 21, 38, 39).
Fig. 4. Changes in FRic and FDiv along elevation after controlling for scale de-
pendency. (A and B) Relationship between the slope of FRic-area and FDiv-area and
elevation. These slopes were calculated by fitting a log-log relation of each index with
area in each site. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. (C and D) Standardize effect
sizes (SES) of FRic and FDiv along elevation. The dashed line represents the zero value.
SES that is significantly greater than, smaller than, or approaching zero indicate signif-
icant trait divergence, trait convergence, or random distribution, respectively. Mean
SES values and 95% confidence intervals are shown for each site. Black circles indicate
significant differences (P < 0.05) between simulated and observed communities, while
open circles indicate nonsignificant differences based on Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.
6 of 11
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Functional diversity effects on ecosystem productivity
We found that single- and multitrait diversity indices were important
predictors of ecosystem productivity. CMT values of LMA and NSC
along with FRic were significantly related to GPP and NPP (Fig. 5).
Model selection results, however, indicated that CMT LMA, elevation,
and MAT were among the best predictors of NPP rates, while FRic,
CMT LMA, andMATwere selected in the best models explaining rates
of GPP (Table 1). LMA is one of the most important traits related with
plant resource acquisition, specifically the integration of light
interception and plant growth (35, 46). Allocation of NSC is associated
with tree growth and reserves to survive in cold temperatures at high
altitudes (37). The fact that FRic was selected as a strong predictor of
GPP, but notNPP, suggests that the variation inGPPmay be influenced
by more than one trait, not mainly LMA, as was the case for NPP. Al-
thoughwe are unable to disentangle the relative importance of tempera-
ture and traits on rates of GPP and NPP due to our small sample size,
overall, our analyses suggest that functional trait differences in tree com-
munities may explain rates of ecosystem productivity along the eleva-
tion gradient. This is consistent with other studies in the same elevation
gradient, which have found that rates of GPP and NPP were better ex-
plained by incorporating traits such as plant size or plant biomass using
field-based methods (33). A semimechanistic model that evaluated the
relative importance of climate, stand structure, and traits along the same
elevation gradient found that models that incorporated field-based
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019
measured traits and solar radiation explainedmore variation in the rates
of NPP and GPP than climate alone (34).

There is an increasing need to improve our ability to predict how
climate change affects biological diversity and ecosystem properties.
Increasing evidence has shown that both ecosystem productivity and
plant functional traits show spatial variation across the landscape in
tropical and temperate forests (47, 48), but it remains unclear whether
variation in productivity is explained by the variability of traits or by
variation in environmental drivers (e.g., temperature and radiation)
(32). Moreover, it remains unclear how we can scale up the trait-
productivity relationships from local to landscape or continental scales
(47). Our results show the potential of remotely sensed traits to explain
variation of forest productivity at regional scales. Furthermore, as trait
diversity is scale dependent, its effects on ecosystem productivity may
also change with spatial scale. Future research should focus on
understanding the scale dependency on the relationships between
functional diversity and ecosystem productivity in tropical forests.
This could be done by combining in situ observations of plant traits
from global databases (41–43) and satellite data on ecosystem
productivity from satellite data such asMODIS (Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer), which provides global spatial coverage (48).
This should, in turn, improve the new generation of dynamic global veg-
etationmodels using traits as input to understand climate change impacts
(34, 49).
Fig. 5. Variationon rates ofNPPandGPPacross siteswith remotely senseddiversity indices. Single-trait indices correspond to theCMT values of percent ofwater, NSC, leaf
mass per unit area (LMA), and percent of chlorophyll (Chl). Multitrait indices, FRic, and FDiv are calculated using these four traits. Black lines represent linear regression fits,
blue circles represent each study site, black lines indicate the standard error of GPP or NPP in each site, and the gray strips are the 95% confidence intervals of the regression fit.
Percent of explained variation (r2) by each diversity index is shown for all significant relationships (P < 0.05). GPP, gross primary productivity; NPP, net primary productivity.
7 of 11
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area
Our study was conducted using nine sites along an Amazon-Andes el-
evation gradient from 215 to 3557 m above sea level (fig. S1). Two sites
were located in the Tambopata River basin of the Peruvian Amazon
(TAM-05 and TAM-06). Another site was at the transition from low-
land to submontane (PAN-02), and the remaining six sites were in
montane landscapes in the region of Cusco (1527 to 3537 m above
sea level) (20, 24). The sites range in temperature from 25.2°C at the
lowest elevation site to 9.0°C at the highest elevation site and show var-
iation in solar radiation, soil moisture, and precipitation (table S1).

Field-based functional traits
Traits of plant species were measured from April to November 2013 as
part of the CHAMBASA (Challenging Attempt to Measure Biotic At-
tributes along the Slopes of the Andes) project. A detailed description of
field sampling techniques is provided elsewhere (22), but here, we pro-
vide an overview. One hundred eighty tree species were sampled, which
accounted for 80% of total basal area per site. For each species, five
individual trees in upland sites and three individual trees in lowland
sites were sampled. Collection of leaf samples was conducted using
tree climbing techniques to cut branches at the top of the canopy.
Two branches of ≥1 cm diameter were sampled for each tree, with
a total of 1025 branches sampled from620 trees. Fully expanded leaves
were randomly selected for determination of leaf LMA and leaf water
concentration (Water), NSC, and leaf content of Chl following stan-
dard protocols (19, 36). We selected these four traits because they can
be remotely sensed and have shown variation across the elevation gra-
dient (22).

Remotely sensed plant traits
Maps of plant traits LMA, Water, NSC, and Chl were generated and
published by airborne imaging that was acquired in August 2013 to co-
incide with the campaign using the Carnegie Airborne Observatory-2,
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019
which included a high-fidelity visible-to-shortwave infrared (VSWIR)
imaging spectrometer and a dual-laser waveform light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) using the technique detailed by Asner et al. (50). Data
were collected over each site from an altitude of 2000 m above sea level,
an average flight speed of 55 to 60 ms−1, and mapping swath of 1200 m
(40, 50). The VSWIR spectrometer measures spectral radiance in 427
channels spanning the 350- to 2510-nm wavelength range in 5-nm
increments (full width at half-maximum). The spectrometer has a
34° field of view and an instantaneous field of view of 1 mrad. From
2000m above sea level, the spectral data were collected at 2.0-m ground
sampling distance, or pixel size, throughout the region. The LiDAR has
a beamdivergence set to 0.5mrad andwas operated at 200 kHzwith 17°
scan half-angle from nadir, providing swath coverage similar to the
spectrometer. The LiDAR point density for this mapping study was
4 laser shotsm−2. The LiDARdata were used to precisely ortho-geolocate
the VSWIR data and determine three-dimensional locations by using
a digital terrainmodel and a 10m × 10m kernel passed over each flight
block, with the lowest elevation estimate in each kernel assumed to be
ground. Subsequent points were evaluated by fitting a horizontal plane,
and the process was repeated until all points within the block were
evaluated (40). These inputs were used to atmospherically correct the
radiance imagery using the ACORN-5 model. Reflectance imagery was
also corrected for brightness gradients using a bidirectional reflectance
distribution function.

The VSWIR data were corrected from raw digital number values to
radiance (W sr−1 m−2) using radiometric calibration coefficients and
spectral calibration. This method consists of processing the VSWIR
andLiDARdata to develop a suitabilitymap based on filtering datawith
vegetation height ≥2.0 m, minimizing intra- or intercanopy shade in
the VSWIR pixel based on sun-sensor geometry from the LiDAR
positioning data, and normalized difference vegetation index ≥0.8
(22). Together, these filters provided a pixel-by-pixel suitability map
from which spectral reflectance can be selected for further analysis.
Following filtering, the spectra were convolved to 10-nm bandwidth
Table 1. Results of the effect of remotely sensed functional traits and climate on NPP and GPP. For each model, standardized regression coefficients (b),
SE, the second-order Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICc), and the differential AICc (DAICc) are shown. r2 is shown for significant relationships (P < 0.05). Best
models (DAICc ≤ 2) are in bold. Single-trait indices correspond to the CMT values of percent of water, NSC, LMA, and percent of Chl. Multitrait indices, FRic, and
FDiv were calculated using these four traits.
NPP (Mg C year−1 ha−1)
 GPP (Mg C year−1 ha−1)
b
 SE
 r2
 AICc
 DAIC
 b
 SE
 r2
 AICc
 DAIC
Elevation (m)
 −2.1
 0.6
 0.66
 44.5
 0.1
 −3.8
 1.4
 0.51
 61.4
 3.3
MAT (°C)
 6.5
 1.7
 0.66
 44.4
 0
 13.8
 3.7
 0.66
 58.0
 0
Mean annual rainfall (mm)
 0.8
 2.3
 54.0
 9.6
 7.3
 4.0
 64.3
 6.3
Solar radiation (GJ m−2 year−1)
 9.5
 7.1
 52.1
 7.7
 25.8
 13.9
 0.33
 64.1
 6.1
LMA (g m−2)
 −14.1
 3.8
 0.66
 44.6
 0.2
 −30.1
 8.2
 0.66
 58.1
 0.1
NSC (%)
 −7.8
 3.3
 0.44
 48.9
 4.5
 −18.9
 6.2
 0.58
 60.2
 2.2
Chl (mg g−1)
 11.8
 4.3
 0.52
 47.6
 3.2
 22.3
 10.1
 0.41
 63.0
 5.0
Water (%)
 −23.4
 12.9
 50.7
 6.3
 −38.2
 30
 65.9
 7.8
FRic
 3.2
 1.3
 0.45
 48.7
 4.3
 8.2
 2.5
 0.66
 58.1
 0.1
FDiv
 −3.8
 62.7
 54.2
 9.8
 −173
 116
 65.3
 7.3
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and a brightness-normalization adjustment. This reduced the contribu-
tion of varying leaf area index to chemometric determinations of foliar
traits from remotely sensed data. The resulting spectra were trimmed at
the far ends (400 and 2500 nm) of the measured wavelength range, as
well as in regions dominated by atmospheric water vapor (1350 to
1480 nm and 1780 to 2032 nm).

To convert spectra to canopy trait estimates, trait-specific equations
derived by Asner et al. (22) using partial least squares regression (PLSR)
were used. The PLSR uses the continuous spectrum as a singlemeasure-
ment rather than in a band-by-band type of analysis. This approach has
been tested and validated in the Peruvian Amazon in previous studies
(22, 29, 40), where foliar chemical traits (e.g., NSC, Chl, Water, and
LMA) have been predicted with accuracies ranging from 5 to 18% root
mean square error of their mean values (22). The resulting maps of
LMA, Chl, Water, and NSC of 2-m pixel resolution were previously
published for each of the nine sites (22).

Single and multitrait functional diversity estimation
Using mapped trait values on a per-pixel basis (4 m2), we estimated
CMT values of remotely sensed traits of LMA, Chl, Water, and NSC
by averaging all the values per site. These CMT values showed strong
correlations with MAT and elevation and with the community-
weighted means of plant traits obtained using field-based methods
(see figs. S6 and S7). Using per-pixel values of these four traits, we es-
timated multitrait functional diversity indices: FRic and FDiv. FRic es-
timates the volume filled in a multidimensional trait space by a
community, whose axes are defined by the four functional traits (15).
FRic was estimated by calculating the smallest possible convex hull vol-
ume that includes all the pixels of a certain neighborhood, whose axes
are defined by the functional traits (14, 15). FDiv quantifies how species
diverge in their distances from the center of gravity and was calculated
using equations by Villeger et al. (15) adapted by Schneider et al. (21)
when using raster data without species information

D∣d∣ ¼ ∑
S

i¼1

1
S
⋅∣dGi� dG∣ ð1Þ

FDiv ¼ dG

D ∣d∣þ dG
ð2Þ

where S is the number of pixels mapped in themultidimensional space,
dGi is the Euclidean distance between the ith pixel and the center of
gravity, and dG is the average distance of all pixels to the center of
gravity (15). FDiv varies from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating all pixels lying
on a sphere with equal distance to the center of gravity and large trait
differences within a community (15). Values of FRic and FDiv per site
were averaged per site to evaluate linkages between ecosystem pro-
ductivity and functional diversity. To understand how the four traits
were contributing to the overall values of FDiv and FRic, we also
calculated these metrics for each single trait (e.g., FRic of LMA, FDiv
of NSC). General patterns in CMT values and functional diversity in-
dices with elevation corresponded to trends found using indices
derived from field-based measurements (table S2).

Calculating functional diversity area curves
To examine spatial patterns of community assembly, we calculated
functional diversity area (FDAR) curves for each site. The observed
Durán et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw8114 4 December 2019
FDARs within each site were evaluated across increasing neighbor-
hoods of at least 20 m2 and up to 52,780 m2 in the largest plot size
(e.g., PAN-02, ~5.3 ha; Fig. 2). We selected this method because the
study sites showed a variable number of pixels with trait data available
(e.g., variable total area per site; fig. S4), likely due to differences in
slope and aspect, which may generate a nonrandom distribution of
pixels with no data. To account for this within-site variation, for each
selected cell (4 m2), all adjacent cells were added iteratively [contigu-
ous, FDAR type I, as in (51)], and we recorded the number of cells
sampled (i.e., the total sampled area) at each iteration and the values
of FRic and FDiv. This process continued until all cells were sampled
in each site and was repeated 1000 times, each time selecting a starting
cell at random. The null FDARs within each site were calculated by
randomly sampling pixels within sites [type IIIB described in (51)],
and repeated 1000 times. Thus, 1000 null FDARs were constructed
to provide a null expectation for how functional diversity would
change with area if trait values were randomly distributed throughout
a site. To assess the scale dependency of community assembly processes
within each site, we first fitted FDARs using logarithm models [FDAR
versus natural log (area) (51)] and then compared fitted curves between
observed and null models. If observed fitted FDARs of FRic and FDiv
are lower than null FDARs (lower than expected by chance), then this
would indicate that trait diversity in each site is constrained by
environmental filtering (e.g., traits among close neighbor pixels are
more similar). In contrast, if observed fitted FDARs are greater than
expected by chance, then this suggests that trait diversitymay be limited
by biotic interactions. Overlapping FDAR curves of null and measured
values will indicate that traits in each site are randomly distributed. To
assess the effect of spatial scale on community assembly across sites
along the elevation gradient, we compared the observed FRic and FDiv
values to the randomly assembled communities by calculating the SES
according to the method of Gotelli and McCabe (52)

SES ¼ FDobserved � FDrandom

FDsd
ð3Þ

where FDobserved and FDrandom are mean FD values of the observed
and null communities, respectively, in each site, and FDsd is the SD of
the functional diversity values generated from the 1000 simulations.
We calculated mean values, SD, and 95% confidence intervals of SES
of FRic and FDiv from 1000 bootstrapped replicate samples. We then
used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to examine whether SES is signifi-
cantly less, equal, or greater than zero, which indicates the prevalence of
trait convergence (environmental filtering), random distribution, or
trait divergence (biotic interactions), respectively (52). To examine
how single-trait functional diversity indices (e.g., FRic of LMA, FDiv
of NSC) vary within each site, we also fitted FDAR curves for each of
these metrics (see figs. S4 and S5). All analyses were conducted with R
3.4.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, AT).

Ecosystem productivity
Sites in the Andes Biodiversity and EcosystemResearchGroup network
(www.andesconservation.org) have been measured every year for esti-
mations of NPP and GPP following the standard protocol from the
GEM Network (http://gem.tropicalforests.ox.ac.uk/projects/aberg).
Detailed methods are provided elsewhere (32), but briefly within each
site, all plant stems ≥10 cm at breast height have been tagged, sized,
and identified to species level. Estimation of NPP is based on canopy
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litterfall, leaf loss to herbivory, abovegroundwoody productivity of large
trees (≥10 cm), and annual census of wood production of small trees
(2 to 10 cm in diameter at breast height), branch turnover of live trees,
fine root production, and estimationof coarse rootproductivity (22,29,32).
Estimation of GPP was calculated from the amount of carbon used for
NPP and respiration within 1-ha plots. We evaluated the effect of cli-
matic variables, CMT, and functional diversity indices onGPP andNPP
rates across elevation. For this, we used the average values per plot of
CMT, FRic, and FDiv. We then used a model selection approach to
compare all models of predictors using the second-order Akaike’s
information criterion (AICc) and calculated the DAICc values to select
the best fitting of the models. DAICc was calculated by subtracting the
AICc value for the model with the lowest AICc from the AICc value for
each model. All models with DAICc <2 were considered competitive in
explaining the variable response (53). To evaluate the relative impor-
tance of single-trait functional diversity indices on forest productivity,
we correlated each index (e.g., FRic of LMA, FRic of NSC) with NPP
and GPP (see table S3).
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Fig. S1. Geographic location of the study sites along the Amazon-Andes elevation gradient.
Fig. S2. Variation of remotely sensed CMT values with elevation using a pixel size of 4 m2.
Fig. S3. Spatial patterns of functional diversity indices in each study site.
Fig. S4. Functional diversity–area relationships across sites for single-trait measurements of FRic.
Fig. S5. Functional diversity–area relationships across sites for single-trait measurements of FDiv.
Fig. S6. Correlations between remotely sensed indices of functional diversity and
environmental variables across sites.
Fig. S7. Correlations between CMT values derived from airborne imaging and field-based
community-weighted mean traits.
Table S1. Environmental characteristics for the nine sites along the Amazon-to-Andes
elevation gradient (215 to 3537 m) in Peru.
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